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l 
This invention relates to a method utilizing` vi 

bration waves for inspecting and measuring ma 
terials. 
An object of this invention is to provide an 

improved method for indicating the character 
istics of a material by determining a natural or 
resonant frequency, or frequencies, thereof. 
A further object is to determine elastic aeolo 

tropy in a material by a natural or resonant 
frequency method. 
Other objects and advantages will be appar 

ent from the specification and claims, and from 
the accompanying drawing which illustrates 
what is now considered to be a preferred em 
bodiment of the invention. ‘ 

In the drawing, 
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a supersonic Wave 

train apparatus which may be used ln carrying 
out the method of this invention. 

Fig. 2 is a schematic view of a series of voltage 
trains of a type which may be produced bythe 
generator of Fig. 1. l 

Figs. 3 and 4 are schematic views of electrical 
`wave trains from the train generator which are 
of a non-resonant frequency relative to the 'part 
being tested, after the trains have passed through 
the amplifier and rectifier, respectively. 

Figs. 5 and 6 are views, respectively similar 
to Figs. 3 and 4, of amplified and rectiñed reso 
nant voltage trains from the train generator and 
the crystal IG. _ 

Figs. 7 and 8 are schematic views of surface 
wave generating and reflecting means, respec 
tively. , 

Referring to the drawing, Fig. 1 shows in sche 
matic form a supersonic refiectoscope which may 
be constructed according to the teaching of my 
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crystal, preferably of quartz. Crystal I6 is held 
in a holder 2D, and may be provided with a con 
ductive coating 2l on one or both sides and with 
a damping means I8 of a material and size suffi 
cient to wholly or partially inhibit free vibra 
tion of the crystal at its natural or resonant 

y frequency. A single sending and receiving crys 
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Patent No. 2,280,226, dated April 21, 1942, my l 
Patent No. 2,398,701, dated April 16, 1946, my co 
pending application 471,173, iiled January 2, 
1943, which is now abandoned and my applica 
tion'fentitled: `Surface andv shear wave method 
and apparatus, Serial No. 511,089, iiled concur 
rently herewith, said refiectoscope being shown 
aslA arranged to measure the thickness of the 
inetya‘lïìwall portion 23, of an aeronautical pro 
peller bladev 22 
vention‘w " 

A variáblefrequency voltage train >generator 
III having a frequency varying means and fre 
quency indicator II is connected to apply volt 
age trains, such as indicated at I4 and I5 (Fig. 

, not lie beneath the crystal face. 

45 

by the method of the present in- ` 

50 

2),v and the frequency of which may be varied „ 
by turning dial II, across an electro-mechanical 
transducer I6, in this instance a piezo-electric 

tal as shown in the embodiment of the drawing 
has many advantages, and is well adapted in 
location to receive reflections or reverberations 
of the waves it has sent out. However, separate 
sending and receiving crystals may be used; for 
instance, separate sending and receiving crys 
stals might be arranged side by side, or respec 
tively applied to opposite sides of the wall por 
tion to be measured or tested. 
The face dimensions of the crystal are pref 

erably large in comparison with the thickness of 
the crystal and the thickness of the plate, and 
the natural 'frequency of the crystal is prefer 
ably higher than the train frequency required 

'_to produce a low order of resonance between the 
faces of the plate to be measured; however, the 
crystal frequency ~is not critical. 
In a resonance inspection method, certain ad 

vantages follow from making the face dimen 
sions of the crystal large in comparison with the 
thickness of the crystal and the thickness of the 
plate> as specified above. The waves will then be 
radiated through the plate in a beam of cross 
section approximately equal to the crystal face 
area, `and this may be a beam of longitudinal 
waves, or a beam of shear waves as described or 
referred to elsewhere herein. confining the 
waves to a beam has the advantages that the 
resonances are sharp, the relationship between 
the resonant frequency of the plate and the 
thickness of the plate is to a close approximation 
the simple. formula given below, and the thick 
ness readings are not appreciably influenced by 
the thickness of portions of the plate which do 

The advantage 
of having a crystal frequency higher than the 
frequency required to produce a low order of 
resonance in the plate is that this permits thick 
ness determination by using the lowest resonant 
mode or a low resonant mode, without the possi 
bility of confusing a resonance frequency _of the 
crystal for a resonance frequency of the plate, as 
explained more fully below. 
In the arrangement shown, one lead I2 from 

the train generator is electrically connected to 
the~ conductive coating I8 on the left face of the , 
crystal and another train generator lead I3 is 
grounded to the metal to be measured or tested. 
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Thus, the voltage between the train generator 
leads is applied lacross the crystal when the 
crystal is placed on the grounded metal, and the 
crystal will be vibrated at the frequency of the 
voltage trains, by the changing potential of the 

, voltage trains, to .cause supersonic waves to be 
created in the metal. The potential created by 
train generator l0 may also be applied across 
the transducer I6 in other ways, for instance by 
directly connecting the train generator leads to 
thin metal coatings on opposite faces of ythe 
crystal i6. The crystal- vibrations or movement 
maybe transmitted indirectly to the part being 
tested, for instance through a layer of oil or 
a hardened cement, rather than directly as 
shown. It is believed preferable in measuring 
thickness to use an X-cut quartz crystal with an 
oil ñlm between the crystal and the surface of 
the piece to be measured. Such an arrangement 
when a YZ face is placed in eifective contact 

' with the work and an oscillating potential is 
applied to the two YZ faces, generates longitudi 
nal waves. However, a Y-cut crystal energized 
between the two XZ faces and having an XZ 
face attached with either an oil ?llm or a hard 
ened cement to the surface of the piece, and gen 
erating respectively either surface waves or shear 
waves, may also be used in inspecting or meas 
uring by the resonance method. If an oil film 
of low viscosity is used then mainly surface waves 
will be generated, while an oil film of high vis 
cosity will, like aA hardened cement, generate 
mainly shear waves, as disclosed and claimed in 

_ my applications Serial No. 471,173, filed Jan 
uary 2, 1943, which is now abandoned, and Serial 
No. 511,089, specifically noted above.  
Both the original vcltagetrains from the gen 

erator I0 and electrical voltage trains caused by 
vibrations of the crystal i6 are impressed on 
an ampliñer 24, and after ampliñcation are 
applied to the oscilloscope 50. Rectiñer 26 may 
be provided in the circuit and has the advantage 
of providing a more easily read trace on the os 
cilloscope screen. Fig. 4 indicates, schematically, 
rectified trains Il', I5’. A linear sweep device 
52 for the oscilloscope is connected with the gen 
erator I0 to provide a desired time relationship 
between the initiation of the voltage trains of the 
generator and the initiation of each sweep oi' 
the oscilloscope beam by the linear sweep device. 
As is ,disclosed and claimed in my Patent No. 

2,280,226, dated April 21, 1942, and my'patent 
No. 2,398,701, dated April 16, 1946, the voltage 

' train generator l0 may be constructed and ad 
justed to produce a series of electrical voltage 
trains, or pulses whichhave only a definite lim 
ited' number of oscillations. The trains, each. 
having a selected number of cycles, are sent out 
by the generator at small intervals, for instance 
about sixty times a second, and will be seen as 
a fairly steady trace on the oscilloscope screen 
because of the “persistence of vision” of the . 
human eye, which effect may be aided by the use 
of a fluorescent material which has a v“persist 
ence of radiation” on the oscilloscope screen. 
Each train is comprised of only a few cycles and 
thus each wave train is so “short” as to leave 
a considerable portion of the cne-sixtieth sec 
ond interval between wave trains as a rest or 
quiescent period in which the oscilloscope trace 
is not añected by the generator lll. `~ 
For instance, the train generator le may bel 

arranged, in practicing the method of this in 
vention, to produce- voltage trains vof various se 
lected frequencies within the range from about 
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0.1 megacycle to about 30 megacycles, with ea'cli 
train comprising only a few oscillations and suc 
cessive trains being spaced at intervals of about 
one-slxtieth of a second. 

5 In using the method of this invention to 
measure the thickness of a plate, such as at 23, 
Fig. 1, a voltage train of suflicient time duration 
to generate from flve to flfty supersonic waves 
in the plate may be used; in any case the time 
duration of the voltage train should exceed the 
`time of round trip ñight of the waves through 
the plate, so that a resonant condition may be 
established as described below. The frequency 
of lthe train is varied by turning the tuning knob 
il until a resonant condition is established 
within the thickness of the plate. Neglecting 
second order effects, this resonant condition will 
exist whenever the half wave length of the radi 
ated waves is equal to the thickness of the plate 
divided by.an integer. Thus, if the plate is of 
such thickness that two megacycle waves have 
a half wave length just equal to the thickness of 
the plate, then four, six and eight megacycles, 
etc., will also produce resonant conditions 
wherein the thickness of the plate will represent 
two, three, and four half wave lengths, etc. 
When the resonant condition is established, a 
large amount of vibratory energy is stored in 
the plate in the form of supersonic waves being 
continuously reflected back and forth between 
the opposed faces of that portion 23 of the plate 
lying beneath the crystal I6. When the im 
pressed voltage train from generator l0 is ter 
minated, the waves in the plate continue to re 
verberate back and forth for a sufficiently long 

, time that they may actually travel through the 
plate one hundred or two hundred times, at ap 
proximately the frequency of the original reso 
nance exciting wave train, while still being of 

40 observable amplitude. The presence of this re 
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verberation or resonant vibration may be de- y 
tected by observing on the oscilloscope of the 
reilectoscope the voltage which is generated in 
the crystal due to vibrations thereof caused by 
the successive impingement of the supersonic 
waves in the plate against the crystal. Fig. 5 
shows the effect of the relatively large magnitude 
plate vibrations at plate resonance. The voltage 
train, after ampliñcation, appears as of increased 
length because the continuing plate vibrations 
cause potential variations across the crystal after 
the resonance exciting voltage train is cut-off. 
Fig. 6 shows the oscillations of Fig. 5 after pass 
ing through rectifier 26. 
The thickness of a plate, which like portion 23 

may have an inaccessible side, may be measured 
with the reflectoscope apparatus of my prior pat 
ent and applications referred to' above, by hold 
ing a crystal capable of sending supersonic waves 
against the oiled surface of the plate and turning 

` the tuning knob Il while watching the trace on 
the oscilloscope screen. When the plate is not 
being excited at a resonant frequency, only the 
original voltage trains will -be observed (Figs. 3 
and 4), 'but when the Aresonant condition is at 
tained, a long tail (Figs. 5_ and 6) will appear asl 
a continuation of the original voltage trains and 
lasting perhaps one hundred or two >hundred 
micro-seconds. The appearance of this reven 
berant tall is quite a critical phenomenon and 
quite sharply indicates the establishment of the 
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f resonant condition. The frequency at which the 
tail appears may be determined by a frequency 
meter connected with the train generator, or the 

75 dial il may be marked to directly indicate the 
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frequency of the wave trains sent out by the train 
generator. The velocity of the wave in the par 
ticular metal or other material being tested may, 
of course, be determined either experimentally or 
mathematically. The thickness of the plate may 
'be computed from 

where n is an integer equal to the mode of vibra 
tion, f is the corresponding resonant' frequency. 
and v is the velocity of propagation. The dial 
Il can also be graduated to read thickness dl 
rectly, the best method of establishing its calibra 
tion being to first test a series of specimen plates 
of different known thicknesses and then -to mark 
such thicknesses directly- on the dial at the point 
at which the respective plates resonate. 

15 

lSuch a calibration in its simplest form is valid 
only provided that the lowest resonant mode or 
the second or the third or the nth mode is ex 
cited in all the reference samples. In other 
words, for such a calibration to be accurate, it 
would be necessary to excite the same mode of 
vibration in both the reference specimens and 
each of the parts to be tested. ‘There might be 
confusion and possibility of error if a mode off 
vibration were excited in a part being measured 
different than the mode of vibration excited in 
the respective reference plate on ̀ which the call 
bration was based. There is least possibility of 
ambiguity if the frequency of operation is so 
chosen that all the pieces tested or all portions 
of the piece tested~ are measured in the lowest 
mode, since the next mode higher' is at a` factor 
of two greater frequency and such a larger error 
would not pass unnoticed. If there is uncertainty 
as to the mode, a number of resonant-frequencies 
can be observed and extrapolation made to the 
lowest mode. ` _ , 

Where all the parts to be inspected or measured 
are of approximately the same thickness, as 
would usually be the case in commercial inspec 
tion, and are excited in their lowest or the sec 
ond mode of resonant vibration, there will be 
little or no ambiguity and the dial can be call 
brated to read directly in thickness, which con 
siderably speeds up the lnspectionprocess. It has 
been found that in such commercial testing read 
ings may easily and consistently be made, in the 
manner described in this application, to less than 
.001 inch when measuring a thickness of the 
order of .040 inch, only a few seconds being re 
quired to measure thickness at any one point. 
As it is necessary to operate the quartz crystal 

I'B over a considerable range of frequencies, it is 
desirable that a considerable amount of damping 
be attached to the crystal, which may be in the 
form of a. block I8 cemented to the crystal back 
or to a conductive coating on the crystal back. 
The block is preferably composed of a material. 
such as a synthetic resin-formed by the con 
densation of phenols and formaldehyde, which 
does not transmit these waves well so no trouble 
is encountered from reflections from the opposite 
face of the block.~ This enables operation from 
slightly above the natural or resonant crystal 
frequency down to one-half or one-third of crys 
tal frequency, without the likelihood of _ errors 
or confusion such as might- be caused where a 
resonant frequency of the crystal itself was With 
in the range of frequencies over which the train 
generator is varied in the course of a. measure 
ment. . Since such a highly damped crystal sys 
tem is inherently insensitive, the refiectoscope 
amplifier 2A should have a high amplification in 
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order to sumciently increase the potential varia» 
tions created across the crystal I6 by vibrations 
thereof caused by the supersonic waves existing 
in the wall portion 23 at the resonant condition. 
so that such variations in potential may be clear 
ly seen on the screen of oscilloscope 50. 
The wave train method of the present invention 

is extremely sensitive and at the same time accu 
rate and consistent because the original >voltaire 
train is shut off when the continuing reflections at 
resonance in the immediately following period or 
interval > cause potential variations across. the 
crystal which are applied to amplifier 24'. This 
justifies the use of an amplifier 24 which is sensi 
tive to .0002 volt, with a train generator capable 
of initially energizing the crystal with five hun 
dred volts. The amplifier merely overloads when 
the initial five hundred volt train is applied there 
to. After the exciting train passes, the circuit is 
clear and the amplifier 24 is in condition for pick 
ing up and amplifying extremely small voltages 
(down to .0002 volt) such as would result from 
vibratory motion of the crystal I6 caused by su 
personic wave reverberations between the faces 
of the plate portion 23, if the original voltage 
train happened to be of a frequency which would 
excite a natural or resonant vibration in the plate 
portion 23. This method, utilizing wave trains, 
thus has an essential advantage over methods in 
volving the use of steady state vibrations or con 
tinuous waves, as distinguished from wave trains. 
From a >technical standpoint, any method of con 
tinuously exciting and measuring supersonic res~ 
onance .encounters the difficulty of unavoidable 
electrostatic coupling between the exciting and 
measuring systems; this may be minimized, but 
not eliminated, by electrostatic shielding, with 
the result that such continuous methods are lim 
ited in sensitivity and border on inoperability. 
The statement made above concerning the 

thickness of the plate being an integral number 
of half wave lengths is not always exact in view 
of the fact that the ypresence of the crystal 
against one face of the plate may somewhat mod 
ify the frequency at which it resonates. IWhite 
this effe-ct 'can be taken into account theoreti 
cally, the most ypractical method is to calibrate 
each crystal by measuring a series of specimen 
plates of known thickness and Calibrating the 
tuning dial thereby. As longr as a single crystal is 
used, the results are quite consistent. 

If the vplate -to-be tested has a curved surface, 
consistent results ycan still be obtained, though 
in this case greatest sensitivity is provided if the 
crystal is ground to fit the sur-face of the plate. 

Instead of cutting off the voltage train abrupt- . 
1y, as is particularly described in -my Patent No. 
2,398,701, dated April 16, 1940, the train may be 
allowed to have a long exponentially decaying 
tail, which tail will then interfere, constructively 
or destructively, with the voltage Variations cre 
ated across, the crystal by the »free and forced 
vibrations of the plate at resonance. In this case 
resonance is determined by watching the en_d of 
the tail as the generator is tuned and noting a 
rapid fluctuation of the Vtail amplitude which 
will occur in the neighborhood of resonance in 
the .'plate as the frequency of the original train is 
slightly varied. , 

The above described method refers principally 
to longitudinal supersonic waves, but it is also 
possible to utilize shear waves or surface waves 
and obtain Iresonance in a similar manner. In 
order to generate shear waves in a material, a 
Y-cut vcrystal is cemented to the surface of the 
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material, or attached with a nlm of highly viscous 
oil, and energized with the reilectoscope'in the 
usual manner, as disclosed and claimed in my 
application Serial No. 511,089, specifically noted 
above. Unlike longitudinal waves, shear waves 
vibrate in a direction at right angles to the direc 
tion of-propagation, »the plane of vibration lying 
in the X-direction of the radiating quarta crys 
tal. -For instance, if a metal plate is lying hori 
zontally, shear waves can be sent downwardly 
through it by cementing a Y-'cut crystal to its 
top face; the Y-axis of the crystal will then be 
_vertical and the X-axis may be north-south while 
the Z-axis is east-west. An alternating potential 
from the wave train generator may be applied 
across the two XZ-faces in a manner similar to 
that described for the crystal in Fig. 1'. Shear 
waves will then be radiated downwardly through 

' the plate in a beam of cross-section approximate 
ly equal to the crystal face area, and the plane 
of vibration will be north-south. If the crystal 
:is -detached and again cemented to the material 
with its X-axis east-Westend energized in a sim 
ilar manner, the .plane of vibration of the re 
sulting shear waves will be east-west. Isl.' a Y-cut 
quartz crystal is afilxed to the material through a 
film of oil of low viscosity, then surface waves will 
be generated, as described in ~my application 
Serial No. 471,173, filed January 2, 1943, which is ~ 
now abandoned, and Serial No, 511,089. A reso 
nance condition with surface Iwaves may also be 
established along the surface of a material be 
tween a surface wave generating crystal and a 
reflecting edge on said material. . 

Eigs. 7 and 8 show an arrangement for estab 
lishing a resonance condition with surface waves, 
respectively between a Y-cut surface wave gener 
ating crystal iG and an end of material 23' or be 
tween the crystal and a reflecting edge formed by> 
placing a heavy block on the surface of the piece. 
Numeral 30 in Fig. 7 indicates an oil film. 
Thus, the invention includesa method of utl~ 

lizing longitudinal, surface, and shear waves un 
der controlled conditions so as to be able to 
accurately observe their time of propagation 
through very short distances such as `a small 
fraction of an inch (the order of vibration di 
vided by twice the resonance frequency gives the 
time Irequired for the -wave to travel the distance 
between the faces of the plate), to the end that 
either the distance between the faces of the ma 
terial, or the velocity oli' the «wave therethrough 
may be determined and, in turn, any properties 
of the material which depend upon or inñuence 
the velocity. ' I 

If the velocity of propagation of the supersonic 
waves through the material -be known, the thick 
ness of the plate may be determined as described 
above even though one face thereof might be in' 
accessibler, Conversely, ifv the dimensions of the 
plate can be measured, forinstance, by the use 
of a micrometer, or is otherwise known, then 
the method of determining resonance frequencies 
described above could be used to nnd the velocity 
of wave propagation. 
Many'solid materials, notably crystals, rolled 

and forged metals, and aeolotropic substances 
generally, have different velocities of propaga 
tion for supersonic waves whose directions of 
:propagation or vibration planes are in different 
directions. 
locities of longitudinal and surface waves depend 
lonly on the direction of wave propagation in a 
given sample of material, while the velocity oi’ 
shear waves depends on twofactors which are 

In an aeolotropic material, the veV>v 
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capable of being independently chosen; namely, 
the direction of wave propagation and the align 
ment or orientation of the .plane of vibration o( 
the wave relative to the material. Thus, the pres 
ence or absence of aeolotropy in a material and 
its magnitude may be indicated and measured 
by propagating supersonic waves having respec 
tively diiferent directions of propagation or ori 
entation of their planes of vibration. Por in 
stance, df the material in question is aeolotropilo 
and has principal elastic axes east~we`st and 
vnorth-south, then it will possess different veloci 
Ities of propagation for the shear wave crystal 
mounted with its X-axis north-south than when 
it is mounted-with the X-axis east-west. The 
difference in velocity ci’ propagation will be evi-_ 
denced by different frequencies at which the res 
onant condition is established. Thus, the dii' 
ference in theresonant frequencies for the two 
principal directions of mounting oi' the crystal 
and for -the same direction of wave propagation 
may be utilized as an indication and measure 
ment of the amount of elastic aeolotropy. If the 
crystal is mounted with its X-axis north-east 

25 south-west while the elastic axes of the plato 

c 

are north-south and east-west. the shear waves 
- >'initiated by the crystal will be divided by .the 

" material into two components or sets of shear 
waves, one with its vibration plane east-west and 

30 the ̀ other northfsouth. These two components 
will travel with different speeds and will thereby 
give rise to two separate sets of resonant fre 
quencies, indicating different velocities with re 
spect to the two elastic axes, lwhich can be ob 

35 served thus with a single cementing of the crys 
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tal. By the term “cementing” as here used, I 
refer to a connection or securing means which 
will transmit shearing stresses, as distinguished 
from a lowvvlscosity liquid or non-rigid securing 

¿n medium or means. 
Since the two different velocities of shear waves 

give rise to two separate sets of natural fre 
quencies, a very refined method of measuring the 
difference between these natural frequencies 
comprises observing beats'between them. The 
crystal is attached to the work with its X-direc 
tion approximately at 45° to the directions of the 
elastic axes of the work and the pulse frequency 
is adjusted to be approximately midway between ' 
two natural frequencies of the same mode but be 
longing respectivelyto the different axes. 'I‘he 
exciting frequency is thereby close enough to 
these natural frequencies that the free vibrations 
of each of these natural frequencies are excited 
and are ofv -approximately equal A amplitudes. 
These two frequencies react upon the crystal to 
produce beats which are evident throughout the 
long tail as an equally spaced waxing and waning 
of amplitude. The time equivalent of this beat 
spacing is measured in the pattern. The per 
centage by which the lower shear wave velocity is 
less than the higher shear wave velocity can then 
be computed as ‘ 

m 
y Tf 

where f is the higher of the two natural fre 
quencies involved in the beat and T is the time 
between beats or the period of the beat. 

'I'his determination of elastic aeolotropy may 
'be utilized for observing any property of the 
material which, in turn, results in elastic 
aeolotropy. For instance, if the plate in» question 
is stressed in tension, which produces elastic 
aeolotropy, the amount of this tension may be 
measured by measuring the difference in velocity 
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between the two components of the shear waves 
sent through it as mentioned above. This method ~ 
of observation may be used for detecting internal 
stresses in parts which have not been relieved by 
annealing, etc. The rolling of the material in 
a specified direction will produce aeolotropy and 
hence may be so detected. » 

It is to be understood that the invention is not 
limited to the specific embodiments herein illus 
trated and described, but maybe used in other 
ways without departure from its spirit as deñned 
by the following claims. 

~ I claim: ’ ~ 

1. In a method of measuring material having 
.a dimension in the direction to be measured of 
the order of one-tenth of an inch or less, the 
steps of; subjecting said material to a plurality 
of trains of supersonic vibrations having different 
frequencies, electrically measuring the relative 
magnitudes of the free vibration of said material . 
in the periods of time immediately following the 
cessation of each said trains of vibrations, and 
measuring the frequency at which said free vi 
bration becomes a maximum. 

2. In a method of determining a frequency of 
resonance of a material, the steps of; subjecting 
a surface of said material to a plurality of trains 
of mechanical vibrations, said trains having dif 
ferent supersonic frequencies, electrically deter 
mining the relative amounts of energy given out 
from said surface ̀ at each of said different fre 
quencies resulting from excitation of said mate 
rial by said vibration trains, and measuring the 
frequency at which said energy becomes a maxi 
mum. 

3. In a method of detecting a resonant condi 
tion of vibration in a bounded portion of a mate 
rial, the steps of; transmitting through said 
bounded portion a plurality of supersonic vibra 
tion wave trains, electrically measuring the rela 
tive magnitudes of the free vibration of said part 
in the intervals following the termination of each 
of said trains, varying the frequency of the waves 
'in successive trains until a resonant condition is 
produced in said bounded portionas indicated by 
a maximum in the free vibration of said'part in . 
the intervals following the termination of said 
trains, and measuring the frequency at which 
said resonant condition is produced. 

4. A method of inspecting solid material com 
prising, applying a series of damped oscillatory 
voltage trains to a piezoelectric crystal attached 
to said material, and observing the interference 
between the voltage generated in said crystal by 
the vibrations of said material resulting from ex 
citation of said material by saidcrystal and the 
applied damped oscillatory voltage. , 

5. A method of inspecting a solid material, com 
prising transmitting through a bounded surface 
portion of .said material lying between two re 
tlectors of surface waves a plurality of surface 
wave trains having different frequencies, and de 
termining a frequency of natural vibration of 
said material as indicated by a maximum in the 
free vibration of said bounded portion by meas 
uring the free vibrations of said bounded por 
tion in intervals following the termination of said 
trains. ,  

6. A method of inspecting a solid material, 
comprising transmitting through a bounded por 
tion of said material lying between two reflectors 
of shear waves a plurality of shear wave trains 

 having different frequencies, and determining a 
frequency of natural vibration of said/material 
as indicated by a maximum in the free vibration I 

C11 

i 10 
of said bounded portion by measuring the free 
vibrations of said bounded portion in intervals 
following the termination of said trains. . 

7. A >method of inspecting a solid material, 
comprising transmitting through a bounded por 
tion of said material lying between two reflectors 

. of longitudinal waves a plurality of longitudinal 
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wave trains having different frequencies, and de 
termining a frequency of natural vibration of 
said material as indicated by a maximum in the 
free vibration of said bounded portion by meas 
uring the free vibrations of said bounded por 
tion in intervals following the termination of said 
trains. 

8. In a method of inspecting material for elas 
tic aeolotropy, the steps of; attaching 'an XZ 
face of a Y-cut quartz crystal to a surface of 
said material, electrically vibrating said crystal 
to create al train of supersonic shear waves in 
said material, varying the frequency of said vi 
bration until a condition of resonance is 4estab 
lished in said material, and continuing to vary 
the frequency of said vibration to determine 
whether or not a second condition of resonance, 
at the same mode of vibration and a diil‘erent 
frequency of said vibration, will -be established in 
said material. 

9. In a method of measuring the relative ve 
locities of supersonic shear waves propagated in 
the same direction'but with their planes of vibra 
tion along two respectively diiîerent elastic axes 
of a material, the steps of; simultaneously ex- 
citing a bounded portion of said material with 
an electromechanical transducer to free shearing 

, vibrations having planes of vibration respectively 
along said two elastic axes, and measuring the 
beat period of said free vibrations. 

10. In a method of measuring elastic aeolot 
ropy of a material, the steps of; placing an _ 
electromechanical'shear transducer in effective 
mechanical contact with a face of a plate of said 
material with the direction of the line of Vibra 
tion of said transducer lying between those 
planes of vibration giving maximum and mini 
mum velocities of shear Waves through said plate 
respectively, electrically exciting said transducer 
to create supersonic vibrations in said plate, dis 
continuing said excitation, and observing »the 
beat period in the voltage across ̀ said transducer ̂ 
resulting from free vibrations of said material 
after said excitation has been discontinued. 

l1. In a method of measuring the relative ve~ 
locities of supersonic waves propagated along re 
spectively diiïerent elastic axes of a material, the 
steps of; energizing said material with an elec~ 
tromechanical transducer to cause it to vibrate n, 
at least partially in shear at a supersonic nat 
ural frequency along each of respectively dif 
ferent elastic axes thereof, and measuring the 
beat period of said natural vibrations. 

l2. In'a method of inspecting material, the` 
steps of; placing a piezoelectric-crystal in effec 
tive mechanical contact with a surface portion of 
said material, electrically exciting said crystal to 
create supersonic forced vibrations in said vmate 
;rial having a deñnite frequency, discontinuing 
.said excitation, measuring lthe amplitude of the 
voltage across said crystal resulting from free 
vibrations of said material after said excitation 
lhas been discontinued, re-excitingsaid crystal to 
create supersonic forced vibrations in said mate 
rial having a frequency different from the fre 
quency of the first named vibrations, discon 
tinuing said re-excitation,r measuringthe ampli 
`tucle of the voltage created across said crystal by 
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free vibrations resulting from said re-excitation, 
and measuring the frequency at which the ampli 

_ Atude of said voltage is a maximum. 
13. The method of claim 12, in which separate 

sending and receiving crystals are provided. 
14. In a method ofV commercial inspection and 

measurement of elastic material, the steps of; 
exciting a reference material portion at various 
supersonic frequencies with a series of vibration 
wave trains, measuring the amplitudes of the 
free vibration of said material in the intervals 
following said wave trains to determine, a reso 
nance frequency thereof, >similarly vibrating a 
test material portion >to be inspected at said reso-  
nance frequency, and electrically measuring and , 
comparing the magnitude of the free vibrations 
of said test portion being inspected with the 
magnitude of the free vibrations of said> refer 
encer portion at said resonant frequency. 

15. In a method of inspecting materials, the 
steps of : placing a ouartz crystal in eñective me 
chanical contact with said material. energizing 
said crystal with an electrical voltage train hav' 
ing an exponentially decaying tail. varying the 
freouency of said train until a rapid fluctuation 
occurs in the amplitude of said tail. and deter 
mining the freouency of the train at which said 
fluctuation occurs. ` 

16. A method of observing a resonant condi 
tion between two faces of a solid metal part com 
prising transmitting through the part a plural 
ity of vibration wave trains of different fre 
quencies, each train having a freouency within 
the range from about 0.1 megacvcles to about 30 
megacycles, observing the magnitude of the free 
vibration of the part in the intervals following 
the termination of the said trains, and measur 
ing the frequency at which said free vibration 
becomes a maximum. ' 

17. A method of accurately measuring a meta-l 
having a dimension in the direction to be meas 
ured which is less than one-tenth of an inch, 
comprising transmitting through the material a 
number4 of vibration wave trains having dif 
ferent frequencies within the range from about 
0.1 megacycles to about 30 megacycles, each said 
train having a length of from yilve to fifty cycles, 
and measuring the »resulting free vibrations of 
the plate in the intervals following the termina 
tion of the said trains to determine the frequency 
at which resonance is produced as indicated by 
amaximum in said free vibration. 

18. In a method of inspecting material, the 
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bounded'portion resulting from said frequency 
variations. 

20. In a method of inspecting a bounded por 
tion of a material for aeolotropy, the steps of, 
placing a shear wave transducer in effective con 
tact with said bounded portion, electrically ex' 
citing said transducer at varying frequencies, 
said transducer being oriented relative to dif 
ferent elastic axes of said material so as to ex 
cite free vibrations in said bounded portion with 
respect to ̀ each of said axes, and electrically de 
termining the relation between. the natural fre 
quencies along different elastic axes of 4said 
bounded portion. 

2l. In a resonance method of inspecting a 
bounded portion of a solid material to determine 
the thickness thereof, which bounded portion 
comprises a plate having principal surfaces 
which ̀ are approximately parallel, the steps of: 
placing a piezo-electric crystal transducer in 
effective mechanical contact with a principal 
surface of said bounded portion, electrically en 
ergizing said crystal transducer to create a beam 
of vibration waves traveling in said .bounded 
portion along a line substantially normal to said 
principal surfaces, maintaining the energization 
of said crystal transducer for a time exceeding 

' _the time of flight of said vibration waves through 
` twice the thickness of said bounded portion to 
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steps of; electrically vibrating a portion of said ` 
material to propagate a plurality of shear waves 
in said material which travel in the same direc 
tion and have the same frequency but 'different 
orientations of planes of vibration relative to 
each other, and electrically measuring the rela' 

'Y '_tive magnitudes ofthe free vibration of said ma 
terial in the respective planes of vibration. 

19. In a method of inspecting a bounded por 
tion of a material the steps of: placing a trans 
ducer in effective mechanical contact with a sur 
face of said bounded portion, electrically ener 
gizing said transducer with successive'voltage 
trains to transmit vibration. waves into said 
bounded portion, said voltage trains having in 
dividual time durations exceeding the time of 

_ round trip flight of said vibration waves through 
said bounded‘ portion, varying the frequency of 
_the waves in successive voltage trains, and ob~ 
serving in the periods during or following the 
dimunition of amplitude oi" said energizing ̀ volt 
age trains changes in the vibration of said 
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produce a voltage across said crystal transducer 
due to reflected waves which coexists with the 
energizing voltage, changing the frequency of 
said energizing voltage, and determining from 
a change in the resultant of said voltages a fre 
quency of resonance of said bounded portion. 
422. In a resonance method oi' inspecting a 

bounded portion of a solid material to determine 
the thickness thereof, which bounded portion 
comprises a plate having principal surfaces 
which are approximately parallel, the steps of: 
placing a piezo-electric crystal transducer, hav 
ing face dimensions large in comparison with the 
thickness of said bounded portion, in effective 
mechanical contact with a principal surface of 
said bounded portion, electrically energizing said 
crystal transducer to create a beam of vibration 
waves _traveling in said bounded portion along a 
line substantially normal to said principal sur 
faces, maintaining the energization of said crys 
tal transducer for a time exceeding the time of 
night of said vibration waves through twice the 
thickness of said bounded portion to produce a 
voltage acrosssaid crystal transducer due to re 
ilected waves which coexists with the energizing 
voltage, changing the frequency of said energiz 
ing voltage, and determining from a change in the 
resultant of said voltages a frequency of reso 
nance of said bounded portion. " 

23. In a resonance method of inspectingl a 4 
bounded portion of a solid material to determine 
the thickness thereof, which bounded portion ì 
comprises a plate having principal surfaces which 
are approximately parallel. the steps of : placing 
a piezo-electric crystal transducer, having face 
dimensions large in comparison with the thick 
ness of the crystal _and the thickness of said 
bounded portion, in eifective'mechanical con 
tact with a principal surface of said bounded ` 
portion, electrically energizing said rcrystal 
transducer to create a beam of vibration waves 
traveling in said bounded portion along a line 
substantially normal to said principal surfaces, 
maintaining the energization of said crystal 
transducer for a time exceeding the time of iiight 

> of said vibration waves through twice the thick~ 
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ness of said bounded g 
across said crystal transducer due to reflected 
waves which coexists with the energizing voltage, 
changing the frequency of said energizing vol 
tage, and determining'from a change in the re 
sultant of said voltages a frequency oi resonance 
of said bounded portion. ' ' 

24. In a resonance method lof inspecting a 
bounded portion of a solid material to determine 

 the thickness thereof, which bounded portion 
\comprises a plate having principal surfaces 
which are approximately parallel, the steps of : 
placing a piezo-electric crystal transducer in 
effective mechanical contact with a principal 
surfaceA of said bounded portion, said piezo 
electric crystal transducer having face dimen 
sions large in comparison with the thickness of 
the crystal and the thickness» of said bounded 
portion and having a natural frequency. higher 
than the frequency required to produce a low 
order of resonance between said principal sur-V 
faces of said bounded portion, electrically ener 
gizing said crystal transducer to create a beam 
of vibration waves traveling in said\bounçied 
portion along a line substantially normal to said 
principal surfaces, maintaining the energization 
of said crystal transducer for a time exceeding , 
the time of night of said vibration -waves through 
twice the thickness of said bounded portion to 
produce a voltage across said crystal transducer 
due to reñected waves which coexists with the 
energizing voltage, changing the frequency oi.' 
said energizing voltage, and determining from 

portion to produce a voltage ' 
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` a change in the resultant of said voltages a ire- l 
quency of 'resonance of said bounded portion. ' 

, 25. In a resonance method of inspecting a. 
bounded portion of a solid material to determine 
-the thickness thereof, which bounded portioncom 
prises a plate having principal surfaces which 
are approximately parallel, the steps of: placing 
a piezo-electrical crystal transducer in effective 
mechanical contact with a. principal surface of 
said bounded portion, said piezo-electric crystal 
transducer having face dimensions large in 
comparison with the thickness of ̀Athe crystal and 
the thickness of said bounded portion >and having - 
a block of wave attenuating material in. contact 
with that face of the crystal which is opposite 
the crystal face in contact with said bounded 
portion being inspected, electrically energizing 
said crystal transducer to create a beam of vibra 
tion Waves traveling in said bounded portion 
along a line substantially normal to said prin 
cipal surfaces, maintaining the energization of 
said crystal transducer for a time exceeding the 
time of flight of said vibration waves through 
twice the thickness of said bounded portion to 
produce a voltage across said crystal transducer 
due to reflected waves which coexists with the 
energizing voltage, changing the frequency of 
said energizing voltage, and determining from 
a change in the resultant of said voltages a ire 
quency of resonance of said bounded portion. 
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